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MAKE YOUR BALLOT

Emily Zuniga
Staff Writer

_______________________________

The 2020 General Election
will be taking place on Tuesday,
Nov. 3. While some students
have already gotten involved
in the election in various ways
,including campaigning, volunteering as poll workers and early voting, with four days until
the polls open in-person, most
Lawrentians still have time to
vote in Wisconsin. For students
registered to vote in any other
state, additional information
can be found at vote.org.
Lawrentians have several options for voting, either by turning in an absentee ballot or voting in-person on Election Day.
Dean of Students Curt Lauderdale has been working to get
information about voting out to
students via email.
Following the Oct. 26 Supreme Court ruling that mail-in
ballots in Wisconsin must arrive
at the City Clerk’s office by Election Day, Lauderdale emphasized that in order for students who
have already received absentee ballots to make
sure their vote is counted, they can return their
ballots in-person at drop boxes in Appleton. The
nearest drop box is located at Appleton City Hall.
For students who have not requested an absentee ballot or registered to vote, other voting
options are still available. Although it is too
late to register online or by mail, students can
still register in person at the City Clerk’s office
through Oct. 30. If students are unable to register by then, Wisconsin also allows voters to register in person at their polling place on Election
Day. The polling place for Lawrence students is
the Memorial Presbyterian Church on College
Avenue.
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A guide to voting in the the 2020 General Election
as a Lawrence student, from early absentee voting
to the line at the polls on Election Day

to feel like your voice matters,
especially in politics. We have
to unite as a generation and step
up to the plate and do this. Make
a plan for voting.”
Additionally,
Lauderdale
urged students to check their
information before voting. He
explained that it is important to
make sure students know where
their polling place is located and
verify their registration before
going to vote on Nov. 3 to prevent any issues on Election Day.
He also said that if students
have any questions about voting in Wisconsin, they can check
myvote.wi.org and appleton.
org.
“Educate and act,” Lauderdale said.
Sophomore Jonathan Hogan, a fellow with the Campus
Election Engagement Project,
agreed with Lauderdale. He
Posters promiting voting and displaying voting information are hung across the Lawrence University campus. stated that working to make votPhotos by Sebastian Evans. ing as easy as possible is of the
To register, students living on campus must
on volunteered to be a poll worker advocate in
utmost importance. As a fellow,
bring an approved form of voter ID. A standard
preparation for the 2020 General Election. As
he worked to increase voter turnout on campus
Lawrence ID or driver’s license from a different
a poll worker advocate, Baron encouraged stuby setting up a voter registration table in Warch
state are not acceptable. If students do not have
dents to apply to be poll workers through social
Campus Center. Hogan knows that some parts of
a valid Wisconsin ID or passport, they can go to
media. Baron encourages students to vote early if
the voting process can be confusing. To combat
the Warch Campus Center to get a voter identifipossible and to be prepared to wait in line if they
this, he recommended making a voting plan as
cation card. Students living off campus who are
choose to vote on Nov. 3 because of anticipated
soon as possible.
registering to vote in Appleton must also bring
increased voter turnout.
“By making a plan early, you allow yourself
proof of residence, such as a bank statement or a
According to Baron, it is important not to wear
time to clarify issues and, therefore, ensure that
paycheck stub. Lauderdale encouraged students
any masks or clothing items that may be associyour vote gets counted,” Hogan emphasized.
to register before Nov. 3, if possible, in order to
ated with a particular candidate when they go to
Sophomore Maya Lines said that voting is a
prevent last-minute issues with their registravote, as this can violate campaign laws and preprivilege and a powerful way to make a differtion.
vent students from voting. According to Baron,
ence. Lines has worked with Hogan on a variety
On Nov. 3, there will be faculty, staff and stustudents are both the largest demographic and
of voter engagement events, including the regisdent volunteers to escort students to their pollthe largest demographic that does not vote. Bartration table in Warch Campus Center.
ing place between the hours of 7 a.m. and 8 p.m.
on urges students to vote in this election because
Lines stated, “I believe that voting in this elecif they decide to vote in person or would like asthey have the potential to influence the outcome.
tion is a critical opportunity to speak out loudly
sistance in finding their polling place.
“I really want to stress the importance of votfor values that are important to you.”
As a former poll worker, senior Hannah Baring,” Baron said. “Being a young person, it’s hard
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Do you have questions about any new developments on campus? Do you think The Lawrentian should be covering any specific event?

Let us know!
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Weekly updates on the
status of COVID-19 at
Lawrence

COVID-19
ON CAMPUS

TESTS
CONDUCTED:

ACTIVE CASES:

TOTAL POSITIVE
CASES:

Total LU tests:
4,325

Active LU cases:
27

Total LU cases:
45

Total Appleton tests:
24,612

Active Appleton cases:
696

Total Appleton cases:
3,253

We are in:

YELLOW
LIGHT

Limited cases on campus;
widespread transmisison off
campus
Isolation and quarantine
spaces available

In-person classes and activities continue, nonessential employees on campus are reduced and
testing increases.
Kohler Hall, pictured below, has become the temporary home for students who
have tested positive for COVID-19, as well as students who may have been
exposed.
Photo by Sebastian Evans.

Cameron Jones

*data reported as of Oct. 28

Tension grows as cases rise on campus

Staff Writer

_____________________________________

*names changed to protect identities
The last batch of COVID-19 tests administered for students and staff proved to display
a spike in positive cases. With this increase of
positive cases, some students have been wondering about the cause of the spike, and the tension
around discussing quarantine has risen.
This negative stigma around having COVID-19 has left some students who are currently
quarantining in fear to tell others about their
current situation.
In fact, while reaching out to student sources
for this article, not a single student I reached
out to wanted to be associated with their experiences. Every student I contacted wished to remain anonymous. Additionally, not a single student who tested positive for COVID-19 could be
reached, let alone agree to an interview.
When discussing the tension around quarantining, Joe,* who is currently quarantined in
Kohler, said, “Right now, we’re [students quar-

antining] a special group. It’s really weird talking
about it. We can tell people are scared of us.”
While “honoring the pledge” is still being promoted and followed by many, some students believe other students have caused the spike in COVID-19 cases due to being increasingly relaxed
on following social-distancing guidelines.
When asked about following the guidelines, Hanna,* who is currently quarantining in
Kohler, said, “Being in here, I see it a lot more
when people aren’t taking it seriously ... I know
you’re outside, and you think it doesn’t matter,
but it really does.”
This increase in cases is not going unnoticed
by administration. Assistant to the President and
Secretary to the Board of Trustees Christyn Abaray, who is part of Lawrence’s Pandemic Planning Team, said that the team has been closely
monitoring cases and using that information to
inform their decisions. Although she never wanted to see the increase, the team anticipated that
cases would eventually spike.
Abaray attributes part of the increase in cases

with the fact that the COVID-19 cases are rising
in Appleton, and the spread is more prominent
than some may assume.
“There’s a lot of people walking around as carriers right now, that’s a fact,” Abaray said. “We
need to get off the thought that [it is only] the
people who are testing positive who are positive
... That’s not true by a long shot. Communities
across the country are showing that.”
As the cases increase and more students quarantine, students have started to experience the
actual living conditions within Kohler Hall, the
quarantine dorm. According to Hanna,* all isolating students are put in contact with a nurse
and periodically receive emails checking in on
their status. Students also receive meals of their
choosing from the Andrew Commons three
times a day, and trash is collected every morning.
“Moving here, it’s like moving into a new dorm
room. You have to bring whatever you’re going to
need to live here for two weeks,” Hanna* said,
“but I think administration is handling it really
well.… It’s a little lonely, but that’s the point.”

Additionally, while discussing changes they
would like to see with the handling of students
quarantining, Joe* called for more transparency
in regard to Kohler living conditions and the limitations placed on isolating students.
“I wish I could have been more ready for it,”
Joe* said. “I wish I would have been told more
about the situation I was going into.”
With the perception of stigma growing around
COVID-19, some quarantining students have
asked what the administration can do to help
students feel less stigmatized. Abaray said she
is open to having a conversation about potential
changes. However, to this end, she encourages
students to contact the team with their concerns
directly so they can better understand the issues.
“If there are ways we can get better, our heads
are not stuck in the sand, and our feet are not
stuck in concrete,” Abaray said. “We might not
automatically have a solution, but we want to
know from the students how to improve.”

Panel to discuss sustainability in the face of COVID-19

Caleb Yuan

A sustainability panel, organized by the Sustainability Steering Committee (SSC), will be
held virtually via Zoom on Nov. 1 from 4-6 p.m.
The panel aims to raise awareness about global

Lawrence’s current practices and answer any
questions from attendees. After the panel, the
attendees will be watching a documentary called
“Human Element.”
According to Grace Subat, the Sustainability and Special Projects Fellow, concerns were

considers sustainability in both campus life and
community life.
According to Subat, the documentary focuses on everyday Americans and how their life
has been changed due to climate change. Subat
believes that the documentary will raise direct

projects, including additional composting buckets in residential halls led by LUEO and a filament recycling machine in the Makerspace in the
Seeley. G Mudd Library.
From the end of Jan. to the end of March,
the SSC will be hosting an event called “Campus

climate change and how to maintain sustainability on campus during the pandemic.
A panel of experts made up of Gregory Griffin, Director of Student Activities and Greek Life,
Hailey Johnson from co-operative farm Rising
Sands Organics, Assistant Professor of Philosophy Chloe Armstrong, senior Jim Yang, student
representative from Lawrence University Environmental Organization (LUEO), and junior
Gillian Buckardt, student representative from
Greenfire, will speak at the event.
The panelists will provide suggestions about
how individuals can live sustainably while still
staying safe on campus and off campus, discuss

raised about the lack of sustainability on campus
in the context of the pandemic after SCC members received photos from the head custodian
about massive amounts of single-use containers and plastic bags accumulated in the trash at
Ormsby, Plantz, Colman and Trevor Halls within
24-hours. While understanding the necessity of
safety protocols, the committee wants the Lawrence community to acknowledge how everyone’s choices could affect the environment.
In order to provide comprehensive responses
during the panel, Subat and other event organizers attempted to include voices from the students, faculty, staff and community, as the SSC

awareness about global environmental issues to
the Lawrence community. Even though people
might be separated under this pandemic crisis, Subat said, climate change is still occurring
around the world.
“This [climate change] is still going on,” Subat
said. “We are all connected through where we
live, the planet Earth.”
The SSC is also working on recycling and minimizing-waste programs on campus. According
to Subat, the SSC is currently working on banning or adding a fee on the plastic bags at Bon
Appétit to encourage students to use reusable
bags. The SSC is also funding several student

Race to Zero Waste,” which is a nationwide event
for higher education institutions. The institutions will be competing in many categories such
as diverting recyclables from landfills and composting, as well as a variety of others.
While the SSC is implementing its efforts on
sustainability, Subat encourages students to get
involved in sustainability on campus.
“The best thing [the student body] can do is
thinking about sustainability at least once a day.”
Subat said. “If they have any questions or ideas,
they should reach out to student organizations or
the SSC. We are all in this together.”

Staff Writer

_____________________________________
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This Week in Sports History: The Rumble in the Jungle introduces the
world to the Rope-a-Dope

Gannon Flynn
Columnist

________________________________

This column seeks to profile
important events in the history of
sports.
Dana White and the Ultimate
Fighting Championship might have
taken the spotlight off of boxing, but
there is no denying that some of the
best fights ever came from the sport.
Mike Tyson dominated an undefeated
Michael Spinks in a minute and a
half, and Jake LaMotta and Sugar Ray
Robinson’s historical rivalry spanned
six fights and inspired “Raging Bull.”
No fight holds a candle, though,
to the history and the intensity of the
“Rumble in the Jungle,” a matchup
that pitted the undefeated heavyweight champion George Foreman
against boxing legend Muhammad
Ali.
The conception of the fight has as
rich a lore as the fight itself; promoter
Don King looked to lock Foreman and
Ali into a contract with a $5 million
purse bid, but he was short on that

Muhammad Ali employing his famous Rope-a-Dope technique.
Photo from Media Punch.

money and, worse still, did not have
anyone willing to host an event that
cost that much.
He took his plans out of the
country and got into talks with Fred
Wyman, an American advisor to
Zaire’s military dictator, Mobutu Sese
Seko. Wyman convinced Seko that
having a spectacle that size would
boost the morale of his country, and
Seko agreed to allow the fight to take
place in Zaire, now the Democratic
Republic of the Congo. As for King’s
financial woes, Libyan dictator
Muammar Gaddafi covered the $5
million purse.
Now neck-deep in the pockets
of several tyrants, King’s fight was
scheduled for Sep. 25, 1974. The fight
had a wrench thrown into its gears
during Foreman’s training, however, as his sparring partner clipped
him above the eye with an accidental
elbow. Due to his injury requiring
stitches, the fight was put on hold, and
the date was moved to Oct. 30.
Ali had developed a “secret
plan” that he had planned to use
on Foreman pre-fight, one of many

attempts to get into the champion’s
head. Round one saw Ali attempting
to throw Foreman off with quick lead
punches, landing several. Despite its
apparent success, the blows were not
strong enough to take any real toll on
him, and Ali realized that expending
this much energy on jabs this weak
would tire himself out long before any
real damage could be done.
Adding to the fact that Foreman
evened up the score by getting some
of his own hooks in close to the end
of the first round, Ali introduced his
“plan” in the second. While Foreman
was a gold medal Olympian, prized for
his pure strength and famously incapacitating haymakers, he was not near
Ali’s level when it came to quickness
and intelligence. Ali’s secret tactic was
what he called the “Rope-A-Dope,”
a strategy of leaning up against the
ropes, using them as a crutch while
preventing his opponent from hitting
his head.
As Foreman was physically dominant, he threw a massive number
of heavy punches that frustratingly
gained no points, as Ali was too quick

with side-to-side dodges. Everything
that he landed was either a body shot,
which did next to nothing to impair
Ali, or a glancing blow to the head
that was not strong enough to knock
Ali out. While he did this, Ali furthered his lead by throwing a flurry of
crosses and jabs. While they were not
haymakers in any sense, Ali would not
tire himself out doing this like he did
in the first round, as he did not have to
move his feet at all.
Foreman was beginning to fall
victim to the tactic. His stamina just
could not hold out against Ali’s, and
his footwork got much worse, opening
himself up to aggressive hooks. Any
advances in score made by Foreman
were countered by Ali in the same
round. Despite having a clear lead in
the fifth round, Ali hit Foreman with a
combination that sent him staggering
backwards and cut his lead back.
Ali was just as good at taking
punches as he was at dodging them.
He responded to massive blows that
would have knocked out a lesser fighter with taunts and jeers: “That all
you got, George?” The eighth round

was the death knell for Foreman, as
his body was simply too worn out
to throw his signature haymakers or
pin Ali. After another combo of quick
jabs to the head, Ali forced Foreman’s
head up with a left hook and delivered
a right hook directly to the face that
sent a blacked out Foreman sprawling
to the ground.
Though he was able to rise,
Foreman did not reach a fully upright
position in the eight-second count,
and Ali won with a technical knockout. The scorecards of the judges
reflected his prowess, all three of them
giving Ali the upper hand. The fight
was broadcast worldwide, and in its
glory, garnered over a billion views
globally. Half of the United Kingdom’s
56 million people watched the fight on
BBC One, and Zaire made Ali a hero
in their country, a symbol of their new
identity after being freed from Belgian
occupation a decade or so earlier. To
this day, in the Congo, “Ali boma ye”
still rings with the utmost respect.

Sports in this Day and Age: Batter up! The 2020 World Series
Shawn McCandlish
Columnist

____________________________________

This column seeks to cover significant current events in the sporting
world as it navigates the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.
The
National
Basketball
Association (NBA) finished their season a few weeks ago, and now Major
League Baseball (MLB) is doing the
same, as the Los Angeles Dodgers
played the Tampa Bay Rays in the
World Series. With a season that, like
so many other sports, has looked completely different than normal, these
two teams have proven themselves to
be the cream of the crop as they faced
off against one another in order to
determine who would stand atop the
league for the next year.
And, after six games, we now
have an answer: The Los Angeles
Dodgers. After beating the Rays in six
games, Los Angeles now brings home
the second title for the city in 16 days.
The Dodgers finished out their

season 43-17 after playing a schedule
that was shortened considerably from
the normal 162-game schedule down
to only 60 games.
With the highest win percentage
in the National League (NL), they
easily won their division by six games
and won the entire NL along with it.
Outside of the Padres, who finished
second in the NL West division just
behind the Dodgers with 37 wins, no
other team in the NL won more than
35 games this season.
Much like how the Dodgers
swept the NL, Tampa Bay did the
same in the American League (AL)
after finishing their season with 40
wins and 20 losses to their record.
The competition was fiercer in the AL
as well, as four other teams eclipsed
the 35-win mark. Division rival New
York Yankees, who finished second
in the AL East, was not one of those
teams, however, as they only managed
33 wins, seven behind the division
winners.
Of the 16 teams that made the
playoffs, it is maybe not much of a surprise that the Dodgers and Rays made

the playoffs considering their regular
season records. However, they had
to claw their way through a postseason that was full of both sweeps and
nail-biters. Of the 14 series that were
played up until the start of the finals,
eight of them were sweeps while five
ended up needing a tie-breaking final
game to decide. The only series that
was neither a sweep nor tied going
into the final game happened in the
division series in which the Houston
Astros defeated the Oakland Athletics
3-1.
Looking at the series records as
well, the Dodgers seemed to have an
easier time with their opponents, as
they had two complete sweeps before
needing a final game in the third
round of the postseason. However,
the Rays only swept their first opponent before taking the series to final
games in their next two series. This
finally led to the final series for all the
marbles: the World Series. And it definitely was not a sweep, as the Dodgers
won in six games to cap off what many
players call “the best Dodgers team
in years.”

The Dodgers started the series
off with a win in game one, winning 8-3 behind a massive fifth inning
which saw them score six of their
eight runs. However, that momentum
could not continue in game two, as
they dropped the game 6-4 and letting Tampa Bay even up the series at
one apiece.
This pattern repeated over the
next two games as well, with Los
Angeles winning game three 6-2 and
Tampa Bay taking game four after a
bad play in the bottom of the ninth
inning allowed them to score two runs
in order to win 8-7. However, from
there, it was all Los Angeles as they
won game five by a score of 4-2 and
then won game six on Tuesday night
3-1 in order to secure their first championship since 1988.
Thirty-two years is a long time.
Thirty-two years ago, I was still 11
years removed from even being born.
Yet, for the Dodgers, they had not won
a championship in all that time. That
is not to say that they have not been
competitive, though, as they have won
their division for the past eight years

straight. They just could not win when
it really mattered. But now they have,
and looking forward to next year, they
will hope to recreate this success,
albeit hopefully without more interference from COVID-19.
As for Tampa, questionable
decision-making will plague this team
heading into the offseason. In the
sixth inning, the Rays’ manager Kevin
Cash made a controversial call to pull
his starting pitcher Blake Snell off
the mound. Snell had only thrown 73
pitches and had nine strikeouts while
only giving up two hits, amounting to
arguably one of the best games of his
career.
Snell’s
replacement
Nick
Anderson then promptly gave up a
double, threw a wild pitch that led to a
score, and then a run batted in which
put them behind the game for the first
and last time. This decision will stick
with the team as one of the great what
ifs in life. What if Snell had stayed in
the game? Would the Rays have been
able to pull off a victory? We will never

See page 11
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Transcendent Threads
By Kelly Foy

Jeans, how do I describe thee?
Do I describe you as denim? As blue?
Am I capturing your true, effervescent beauty with the simplicity of
my speech? But, then again, that’s
just the effect jeans have on me —
absolutely speechless. I wholeheartedly stand by the fact that everyone
needs a pair of homey, cozy, go-to
and lovely jeans. No matter what
fashion you’re going for, a pair of
jeans never fails. Unless you’re a
denim hater. If so, jeans would probably not suit your style. However, the
paradigmatic pants remain highly
respected throughout history. This
week, I wanted to explore clothing,
but in a different light, so, let’s take a
stroll through history, shall we?
As much as we all love to accredit Mr. Levi Strauss as the grandfather of America’s pant, “denim”
isn’t originally from America. Crazy,
I know! Well, according to a very
advantageous Wikipedia article, rustically titled “Jeans,” what we know
as “denim” today is actually sourced
from Italy and France. I never
thought of where the name “jeans”
comes from, right? Well, you guessed
it, the dude’s name was Jean. That’d
be like me naming a fabric Kelly.
Anyway, I digress. So, then, Mr.
Levi Strauss pops into the situation.
He sailed over from Germany and
exclaimed, “I literally love jeans.”
His schtick was that there needed to
be little rivets holding the pieces of
denim together. I mean, I gotta give
his denim-obsessed self some credit
because if you told me the appeal
factor of your pants was METAL, I
would be on my merry way.
Nonetheless, Mr. Strauss met
a jean-inspired buddy named Jacob
Davis, and they were set as distinguished tailors. Good for them.
However, they didn’t always start

with blue denim! They used this
stuff called “cotton duck fabric!”
It was like an almost olive-y green
type deal! Très chic! Although, at
this time, they made men’s pants
with a zipper down the middle and
women’s pants with a zipper down
the side for seemingly no reason
at all. Maybe it’s because, at that
time, women were supposed to ride
horses with their legs on the side?
That is an assertion with no backup
evidence, so take from that what
you will. Nonetheless, their jeanesque business took off, and they got
happily married. Just kidding, they
didn’t. Wouldn’t that have been cool,
though? A jean-fueled passionate
romance … I can see it right now —
an ornate denim-themed wedding.
Despite my lies, the jeans became
popular among factory workers,
northwestern “cowboys” and miners.
Despite all this history and lack
of jean-themed weddings, it seems
like jeans cannot even be classified
as a singular thing. Jeans now come
in all different cuts, lengths and you
name it! I remember rocking the
Old Navy boot cut jeans back in
third grade, and I looked phenomenal. Jeans are something of a sweet
dream to me. I believe they can pair
with an extravagant top or just a
plain t-shirt! Who cares! I got my
first pair of Levi’s last winter on
Black Friday, and I fell in love with
them. The ribcage style is one for
the books: classic, well-fitting and
delicious. Although, my only bone to
pick is that “wearing them in” leads
to a lot of squeezing, like crescent
rolls coming out of the can squeezy.
Other than that, I will support my
denim through thick and thin,
through any wash, through however
many buttons and whatever other
kinds of ornaments are on it.

Write Drunk, Edit Sober
By Molly Ruffing

“Write drunk, edit sober.” —
Ernest Hemmingway
Hemmingway advises us to
write drunk, edit sober.
In theory, this sounds great.
When I read it, I envision a night of
words flowing from my fingertips as
I hold a glass of scotch — yes, the
good stuff. I imagine words pouring
out of me faster than any bottle could
ever allow, and I imagine it would
be damn good. The next morning,
there would be no hangover — only
anticipation to read what had been
written.
And it would be good. There
would be no misspellings or slurred
lines, dragging across the page. It
would be good, and, even if it wasn’t,
I’d be dry and could edit out the slurs
and the tipsy comma splices.
But then I think beyond theory.
And I realize that it wouldn’t
be good. Not even a little bit.
Regardless of Hemmingway’s success, he doesn’t know the words that
are bottled up inside me — sealed
away tighter than any fine wine or
aged whiskey.
Hemmingway doesn’t know
how just one drop opens the floodgates and causes the words to not
just pour but to ******drown******
the page. He doesn’t know how
intoxicated I become by my own
writing, fumbling with words even
more incoherent than me.
Hemmingway doesn’t know me
when I’m drunk.
He doesn’t know how even
the sight of the bottle makes my

head spin. He doesn’t know all of
the memories that race through my
mind when I hear the glasses clink,
how my eyes can’t see past the bottom of the glass.
Hemmingway doesn’t know all
that I’ve lost.
He wasn’t there when I cried
at night, begging for the bottle to
remain on the shelf but never actually allowing the words to spill out.
Hemmingway doesn’t know how I
prayed for unpoppable corks, for
unsippable glasses, for anything to
keep the spirits away.
Hemmingway doesn’t know all
that I drank away.
He wasn’t there those nights
when I poured one glass, two glasses, just one more. He wasn’t there
when just one more became just one
more bottle.
Hemmingway doesn’t know
me.
But Hemmingway didn’t even
say this. Some other author said it
— but isn’t Hemmingway so much
cooler with a glass of whiskey in his
hand? His words are even easier to
swallow with a swig. And doesn’t
Hemmingway just sound so much
better than some Peter De Vries?
Hemmingway never told us to
write drunk, edit sober. But, yet,
we hear these words, and we hear
an allowance to lean into our inhibitions. Pop the cork. Pour the
glass. Shoot it down. After all, if
Hemmingway said it, it must be a
good idea.
Write drunk, edit sober.

Want to work for
THE LAWRENTIAN?
Visit lawrentian.com/apply
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Wonderland
By Molly Ruffing

The Technocrat Traphouse
By Willem Villerius
There’s a ball pit in here for the
children. It’s a sort of Neverland.
“Look, mommy, this one’s
blue!”
I met with my old school
acquaintance the other day, Mr.
Napa Valley. Oh yeah? That wine
tastes nutty, Mr. Napa Valley?
Woah, man, that’s crazy and guess
what? You’re nutty, and that’s called
projecting. I remember you back in
culinary school. Tasting wine over
and over again — a luxury few other
attendees could afford and no others did. All while the rest of us were
using our little spending money filling out a spice rack, refining palates.
It was that darned uncle of yours,
wasn’t it? With his boastfully prized
lattice wine rack. I never found it
funny and neither did you, but that
was the only way you could be taken
seriously.
Little boy Chuck was back in
second grade when he told his deskmate, “I know how to plant bean
sprouts. Plants have chlorophyll!”
and was confused as to why she
didn’t laugh. Isn’t it hilarious? Chuck
worked really hard on the delivery
too, there during math hour. Sheesh,
get a sense of humor. No respect. It
took precision to choose that fact,
Chuck picked hard! Whatever. He
went back to drumming his fingers
on the desk. I need to think on how
to make that joke land. I deserve
it. Chuck leaves his mindset at the
door so he can creep around others.
Running cross country back in high
school; high aerobic sport felt suspect. Some peers were insanely selfrighteous about their performance,
exclusionary. Congratulations that
you have the time to expend, the
energy to expend, the calories to
expend, the money to expend on
your shoes wasting away every few
months, it’s expensive. The sport’s
as antisocial as you like it. Beautiful.
You don’t need a killer instinct,

By Celeste Reyes

just no self-loathing. Once you’ve
decided to spend yourself, it’s blatantly genetic to compete well. This
isn’t like basketball where you can
be raised shooting hoops for fun
with your free time and gain that
natural touch through hard work
and passion. It’s just single-minded
running, something no sane child
spends playtime doing. So, no, I
don’t feel socially dominated, sorry
,bud.
The commendable Jared
Heratio Collings sat in the seat adjacent with his grey beard. The old
famed speed calculator was a distinguished guest at any conference.
His innate skills had been utilized
many a time by many a mathematician; he’d left a certain mark. The
keynote speaker stood next to him
with a young pulsating obstinance,
hunched over the lectern. He spoke
clearly, directly and impassioned
about the need to do away with the
backwards illogical geometric formalism of old, calling for a new radical formalism — more logical, more
encompassing. The distinguished sir
sat there with a furrowed brow, nodding in stark agreement. Few in the
audience knew the truth that the distinguished sir styled his moustache
and monocle after his idol, the father
of those geometrics of old.
It was all funny but not for the
reason you thought.
I love him so much. I’m happy
to be his confidant. His technique
strikes me. He can push it down my
throat because that’s what friends
are for. We’re intimate like that. I
hate it sometimes, but it’s him. No
posturing, no boast. An unfortunate
metric, but he’s genuinely great. He
deserves self-worth. So do any of us.
He’s not playing games. Sometimes,
it’s inspiration, sometimes bitterness. God, do I hate him sometimes,
but he cares about me. I care about
him deeply.

Little Prince and Princess
By Celeste Reyes
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Dani Massey

Subculture on Main: Yanni Yang (杨妍旎)

Columnist

_________________________________________________

Subculture on Main strives to raise
awareness of the diversity of people and important issues on the Lawrence University campus.
Care is taken to give equal platform to unique
individuals and to listen to their stories with an
open mind. Interviews are reflective only of the
interviewee and not of their whole group.
Yanni Yang (杨妍旎), a sophomore
psychology student, studies at Lawrence far
away from her home in Chongqing (重庆),
China. Her hometown has a cyberpunk cityscape
where subways pass through apartment buildings, and everything is stacked and layered with
bustling people and neon lights. Yang adores the
urban atmosphere, which is quite different from
Appleton she noted. Yang belongs to some very
small populations on campus including a music
production studio, a choreography circle and
one of the world’s newest religions. “I’m a dog
and chocolate lover, too,” she cheered.
“I decided back in high school that
I wanted to study abroad. [I could] finish my
bachelor’s degree in America, and then come
back to China to work,” she said. “It would be
more liberal, in a sense. I would come back with
more critical thinking [if I were to study] in a liberal arts environment. I get to choose a different
major, which is very different from the Chinese
college and university system. You can only
choose one program,” she explained, “and you
are predetermined by a score like an LSAT, but
you only have one chance at it. But COVID and
current events are making me think that maybe
it is time for me to go back home -- they have
at least influenced my decision.” The national
college admissions exams she talked about are
called gao cao (高考), which essentially tell you
which areas of study you are eligible to enroll in
and, as she describes them, are most similar to

the French Bac tests. “If you have [a] high score,
you can apply for engineering, mechanic or doctors.” She went on, “But if you have low scores,
I am not sure what you can apply for. Some students, after they graduate, don’t end up finding a
job that’s applied to their degrees.” Because she
did not want this to happen to her, Yang chose
to choose her own path by attending Lawrence in
the U.S.
Yang chose to study psychology
because she is moved by all the complicated
issues she sees in the world. Her favorite DJ,
Avicii, died by suicide, and other musicians face
so much pressure from the public about their
image. A main problem she mentioned is body
image. When her favorite stars get mocked for
gaining weight or having a chronic illness, it
makes her feel awful. “Even in China, people
think it’s a good thing [commenting on weight
gain/loss] to talk about, but it’s really not nice,”
she said. “And then there is the divide in the
Black Lives Matter [BLM] movement. It seems
like between ‘all lives matter’ and ‘black lives
matter’ we forget to include Asian issues.” Yang
continued, “[BLM] is a serious issue […] Some
of my friends are afraid to do certain activities
because of their race. When I enrolled in an ethnic studies course here, I got to learn more about
these problems.” Yang explained, “The Chinese
don’t have a problem like [the BLM controversy]
on the scale that Americans do. I encouraged
one of my friends to participate in a synchronous
discussion so he could also benefit from learning about this. We don’t vote over there, and so
people are not so involved in policy and social
justice.”
When Yang is not thinking about serious topics such as these, she is managing events
for Students of Lawrence (SOL) Studios and
learning modern dances with her friends. On
dancing, she said, “We do unprofessional choreographed dances that are different from cheerleading and swing dance. It is a very urban style.

Yanni Yang poses on Main Hall Green at the Pumpkin Festival.
Photo by Dani Massey.

We learn it on our own and then put it together
in front of big mirrors.” Some of the music they
dance to is K-pop, electronic and hip hop. In line
with Yang’s interest in urban electronic music
she also helps plan events for SOL Studios even
though she is a non-music major. “I really like
what the studio is doing,” she commented, “and
wanted to be part of it, enjoying making music
even though I don’t know a lot about music. I
hope people know that [you can have] a nonclassical viewpoint of loving electronic music
and production.”
“My religion has a really huge impact
on my life because I learned it when I was a kid,”

Yang said. She belongs to Baha’i Faith, which
was established during the 19th century in the
Middle East. “I read the teachings of Baháʼu’lláh,
and I’ve been on pilgrimage in Turkey before.
If you notice on the [Hurvis Crossing], there
is an inscription that reads, ‘So powerful is the
light of unity that it can illuminate the whole
earth (Epistle to the Son of the Wolf, p. 14).’
This comes from my religion, and it is amazing
that it is here.” Yang described the beliefs of
Baha’i Faith in her own words: “We believe in
education, that everyone should have access to

Fall Photo Feature: Snowy Halloween
Photos by Caroline Garrow.

See page 11
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Photo Feature: Athens, Greece

The morning sun over the Acropolis! For Greek
Mythology, we held a class at the Parthenon and the
Acropolis Museum to learn about the goddess Athena.

The mosque at the Fortezza in Rethymno, Crete. I
really love the mosaic on the dome ceiling!

A statue of Eleftherios Venizelos, the former Prime
Minister of Greece, at sunset in Heraklion, Crete. He
was heavily involved with Crete’s liberation from the
Ottoman Empire as well as Crete’s union with Greece
and Greece’s status with the allies in the First World
War. Athens International Airport is named after him,
and he is widely credited with being “the maker of
Modern Greece.”

Photos by Jacki Healy
This week has been rather hectic, yet uneventful. One of my classmates tested positive for coronavirus, so we were all quarantined.
Everyone, including the first student, tested negative the day after the
original positive test, but we all isolated for a week anyway. We were
tested again at the end of the week of isolation and were all negative
again, so, now we’re free to explore and experience Greece once again!
During quarantine, I went through and picked out some more of my
favorite photos and memories from my adventures thus far! Here are
some of them.
The beach in Sougio, Crete!

The Sustainability Section: On campus pandemic waste
Dannielle Konz
Editor-in-Chief

_________________________________________________

The Sustainability Steering Committee is a
group on campus that is devoted to creating
more sustainable practices at Lawrence. This
column highlights some of their recent initiatives in order to educate students on sustainable
options and plans available to them.
The
Sustainability
Steering
Committee, co-chaired by Sustainability
and Special Projects Fellow Grace Subat and
Professor of Geosciences and Special Assistant
to the President Jeffrey Clark, is a campus group
that strives to create positive change on campus
in terms of sustainability and environmental
issues. The committee is currently comprised of
12 students, faculty and staff who meet weekly
to discuss initiatives on campus and dole out
funding for student-led projects related to sustainability.
Their mission statement as published
on Lawrence’s website reads as follows: “To
instill a culture of sustainable long-range planning throughout the [university] by promoting sustainability in planning, development and
operation of the campus environment and facilities. The Sustainability Steering Committee will

recommend policies and practices which best
reflect the university’s commitment to sustainability, help coordinate campus sustainability
initiatives and promote a thriving, environmentally conscious community.” Through their
actions and initiatives, they have been adhering
to this mission statement since the creation of
the group.
The committee, formed in 2017, has
been funded since then by a grant that provided the university with $25,000 annually for
sustainability-related projects and plans. The
grant was extended due to COVID-19, so 2020
will be the last year the money will be available
from that source. The Sustainability Steering
Committee has no plans to go anywhere, though.
Students are charged a $5 sustainability fee each
term, and that money, under the supervision of
the Lawrence University Community Council,
can be used by the committee to continue to
fund projects and initiatives led by students.
Since its inception, the Sustainability
Steering Committee has helped to review building proposals on campus to make sure they are
sustainable and has provided compost buckets
for dorm buildings, among other things. On top
of providing funding for student projects, the
committee offers support for student organizations who are looking to work on sustainability.

So far this year, the committee has allocated
funds to purchase a filament recycling machine
for the Makerspace after a student suggested the
project.
The most recent focus of the Sustainability
Steering Committee has been centered on reducing waste during the pandemic, especially on
campus. Subat shared her feelings about pandemic waste: “I’m really frustrated about it […]
because, of course, I understand we are all going
through a really hard time […] so, I’m really frustrated, but I get it.” Subat continued, “My motivation is that the environmental crisis isn’t going
away, so we need to keep sustainability at the top
of our minds as we go through this because, if we
don’t, it will be too late.”
While excess waste during these unprecedented
times has been a cause for concern for Subat and
others, there are ways to be more sustainable
here on campus. “We started this [initiative]
because, last Spring Term, reusable clamshells
were not able to be used because of safety concerns,” Subat said. “Now they are back, so we
are promoting the use of them again. A lot of the
waste we are seeing is from Styrofoam containers, so we are really trying to let people know
that the reusable clamshells are back, you should
use them and they are completely safe. They
are taken in, completely washed, sanitized and

then reused.” Additionally, Subat encourages
students to continue to use canvas or other reusable bags to carry food and utilize the reusable
utensils provided by the university.
In an effort to further educate students, the
Sustainability Steering Committee is hosting a virtual event on “Sustainability During a
Pandemic.” The event, hosted on Sunday, Nov.
1, from 4-6 p.m., will feature a panel of experts
to give advice and answer questions on the
topic. Following the panel, the documentary The
Human Element will be shown. To register for
the event, visit the Lawrence calendar of events
or email Subat at grace.c.subat@lawrence.edu.
While the environmental crisis is a huge issue
that spans far beyond the individual, Subat
believes that we can all do our part for sustainability. “If we can encourage others to not be
wasteful, that is the best way that you can be an
advocate.”
If you would like to propose a sustainability project or get involved with the
Sustainability Steering Committee, reach out to
Subat. Additionally, Subat is available to speak
to students who are feeling overwhelmed by sustainability issues on campus, as there are funds
available to help students live more sustainably,
should that be a need.

Want your organization featured in our paper?
Submit articles to lawrentian@lawrence.edu
to make your voice heard!
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Erin O’Brien

SOL Studios hosts open mic

Staff Writer

______________________________________

On Friday, Oct. 23, the student
organization, Students of Lawrence
(SOL) Studios, hosted a socially-distanced open mic night in the Somerset
Toom of the Warch Campus Center.
A wide array of student performers shared their talents at the event,
which also was streamed on Facebook
live and saved on the SOL Studios
page. SOL Studios president and
Lawrence senior Daniel Green introduced the acts alongside senior artist
Brave Prince, also known personally
as Frog. Green urged students who
wanted to perform or to be involved
with the organization to contact him
at greend@lawrence.edu for more
information.
Green and Frog cultivated a welcoming and enthusiastic environment
as they introduced each performer
and their work to an energetic audience. Several students introduced
original work on stage, while others
performed covers from favorite artists. Many of the acts blended influences from different genres, fostering
the unique and creative work that
defines SOL Studios and its mission.
At one point, Frog spoke and rapped
over freshman bassist Liam Phillips
and freshman pianist Jonah Trudeau.
A previous act incorporated violin by
freshman Kate Stenson and acoustic
guitar from first-year transfer Jando
Valdez alongside their original song.
Later, senior Nathan Glaser combined
an original electronic melody track

Junior Daniel Green, senior Brave Prince and freshman Liam Phillips perform together on stage
Photo by Pei Robbins.

with a live bass accompaniment.
Undeniably, the event consolidated and showcased the wide
range of talent and experimentation
Lawrentians currently have in the
works. Musician and freshman Xavier
Yon performed part of an original
song he stated would be released on
his extended play coming out Nov.
13, titled “Las Ruinas,” meaning

“The Ruins” in Spanish. Sophomore
Tomi Oladunjoye and senior Nathan
Ferguson, or “King ALX” as he goes
by, each played and riffed off their
own recordings they had made over
months of quarantine. Other students
reconfigured covers, like a sophomore pianist who performed a medley including a Frank Ocean melody
or singer junior Sarah Elise Navy

Student recital impresses

Mary Grace Wagner
Staff Writer

______________________________________

On Tuesday, Oct. 20, senior
Baron Lam performed his postponed
junior recital for a small audience of
voice faculty and his very supportive
Delta Tau Delta brothers in Harper
Hall.
A strong and stable bass, Lam’s
voice exhibited quite an impressive
range in his first piece, “Air de Caron”
by Lully. The piece showcased not
only his vocals, but boasted an emotional range as well, starting quite
jauntily then taking the audience on
a powerful emotional journey. His
French pronunciation was great as
well, which is admirable, for he admitted that it was his least favorite language to learn and sing in.
Next were two pieces by John
Ireland, the second of which, “Sea
Fever,” gave the Lawrence University
Privateers a run for their money,
describing the call to adventure that
comes from the ocean. Lams’ voice
carried these two Ireland pieces very
well, exhibiting clear diction and telling the stories of the songs eloquently.
His low voice mimicked both the lull
of the rolling seas and the strength of
a brave traveler. The lyrics and tone of

the pieces were both compelling and
beautiful.
Lam’s fourth piece was a set of
six short songs by Poulenc titled “Le
Bestiaire,” each about a different emotion or concept, ranging from love to
death. To sing each piece in the set
one after the other while imbuing all
with such deep emotion is incredibly
impressive. Some audience members
found themselves welling up a bit at
the conclusion of the set, as Lam’s
gorgeous bass embodied the sadness
and bleak nature of loss.
The room may have only had
10 people in it, including Lam himself and his accompanist, Nathan
Birkholz, but the music swelled and
filled the small hall for the 40 minutes of the recital. It is disappointing
that more people could not have been
there to see and hear the culmination
of months of hard work, especially
after the recital had to be postponed
due to the pandemic. However, Lam
did not let this get in the way of
delivering an engaging and dramatic
recital.
The performance then continued with two pieces in German by
Brahams and Strauss, respectively.
The Strauss, titled “Nichts,” which
translates to “Nothing,” captured the

imagination in particular. Lam introduced the piece, saying, “It’s about
song and how little we know about
it,” almost laughing to himself. He
portrayed this emotion honestly and
delicately, singing the song while also
clearly wondering what makes music
like it so special and bewitching.
Next was “A Vi Ravviso,” a
piece from Bellini’s Italian opera, “La
Sonnambula.” This was right in Lam’s
wheelhouse, as his knack for acting
and love for opera shined through
during this particular performance. As
was stated by one of his Delta brothers
at the end of the recital, “He really has
a great talent, doesn’t he?” Indeed.
The final piece was by
Tchaikovsky, translated to English as
“The Pilgrim’s Song.” With its contemplative mood, the song rounded
out the performance quite well, leaving the audience silent for a second
before bursting into an applause that
seemed to come from more people
than simply eight. Overall, it was a
diverse and spectacular showcase
of Lam’s hard work and undeniable
capability as a vocalist.
The performance was live
streamed and recorded and is available on the Lawrence Vimeo page.

Follow our social
media!
@TheLawrentian

/Lawrentian

@The_Lawrentian

who stunned on Billie Eilish’s “My
Future.” Glaser, another member of
SOL Studios, who is artistically known
as Frij, followed their electronic debut
with a “jam session” with sophomore
bassist Aaron Brenton and Green,
who later performed an original unreleased song of his.
The audience enjoyed a rich variety of participation from many dif-

ferent students, fortunately including
several first years. Many of the original song contributions were made by
students currently in their first term
at Lawrence. One freshman vocal performance major delivered a rendition of Dusty Springfield’s “Son of
a Preacher Man.” Sophomore Yanni
Yang, a vocalist affiliated with SOL
Studios, said, “It was great to see so
many freshmen represented! I’m so
glad we were able to make a connection with Lawrence’s newest class
even as so much of their experience
here has been altered by the pandemic.”
Throughout the performances,
Green passionately affirmed the purpose of SOL Studios as a supportive audience and a creative outlet,
emphasizing that performers needn’t
feel pressure to be perfect in order to
share their craft. As a student organization that puts so much emphasis on
collaboration, SOL Studios celebrates
art at every stage. Green shared that
SOL Studios hopes to host more open
mics and similar events as long as
they are permitted within campus
social-distancing guidelines.
More information about SOL
Studios and their upcoming projects
and events can be found on their
community Facebook page as well
as by contacting Green. Additional
resources, such as the Soundcloud
link to tracks that have been recorded
at SOL Studios, may also be found on
Facebook.

Movies, Movies, Movies
Levi Homman
Columnist

______________________________________

“Palm Springs,” 2020, directed
by Max Barbakow – 4/5 Stars
It might seem like the “time
loop” trope has been tired out by
now. “Groundhog Day,” “Edge of
Tomorrow” and “Happy Death Day”
have all attempted to combine different genres with the familiar premise,
each with varying levels of success.
At this point, many dedicated moviegoers are just as tired of seeing
characters relive the same day as the
characters are themselves. “Palm
Springs,” though, is not tiring. It is not
exactly revolutionary, but it entertains
for the duration of its short runtime,
largely thanks to the wholehearted
performances and fantastic chemistry between its two co-stars, Cristin
Milioti and Andy Samberg. While the
core ideas of “Palm Springs” borrow
heavily from other films within the
“time loop” subcategory, director Max
Barbakow constructs something surprisingly refreshing, especially in a
world of endless, forgettable originals
on streaming services like Netflix and
Hulu. Heads up, this review contains
spoilers.
The story begins with Sarah
and Nyles — played by Milioti and
Samberg, respectively — on the morning of Sarah’s sister’s wedding. The
film quickly establishes some base
ideas, the first being that Nyles’ relationship with his current girlfriend
Misty — played by Meredith Hagner —
is doomed. Misty is annoying, materialistic and, as we soon discover, cheating on Nyles with another wedding
guest. The next thing the audience
learns is that Sarah does not want to
be at the wedding. She is a borderline alcoholic and feels like a failure
compared to her successful, beautiful
sister — played by Camila Mendes,
who you might recognize from the
popular TV series “Riverdale.” All
this is shown in a humorous, succinct

fashion within the first half hour of
the movie. Not all the jokes land, but
even the less funny ones are saved by
the comedic delivery from the two
leads. The first 30 minutes, while fun,
are pretty straightforward, and what
follows may surprise viewers expecting a straightforward rom-com.
An unexpected variable is added
when Sarah and Nyles sneak away to
the beach, and Nyles is shot with an
arrow by a man dressed in all black.
Injured, Nyles crawls into a cave and
enters a glowing, orange portal, warning Sarah not to follow him. Sarah
does, of course, follow him, thus forcing her to repeatedly relive the same
day alongside Nyles. The rest of the
film proceeds as one might expect;
the two main characters go on a journey of self-discovery, face their own
mistakes, fall in love and, eventually,
free themselves from the monotony.
There are plenty of twists and turns
within that familiar plot, though, and
the bright color scheme and almost
surreal tone help set the movie apart
from its influences.
Also worth noting is the performance
from
Oscar-winner
J.K. Simmons, who appears as the
aforementioned man dressed in
black, armed with a bow and arrow.
Simmons plays Roy, another wedding
guest who entered the portal with
Nyles when they were high on drugs
together and, angry with Nyles, has
been trying to torture him as revenge
since. While the character on the surface is callous and morbid, Simmons
delivers a surprisingly funny spin,
solidifying himself as one of the film’s
highlights.
“Palm Springs” borrows from
lots of other movies and, at points,
too much. Still, there is not a movie
quite like it. It does not take itself too
seriously and delivers its fun, simple,
story with a lot of heart and plenty of
laughs.
“Palm Springs” can be watched
right now on Hulu.
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Radio drama theatre series

Mads Layton
Staff Writer

______________________________________

The fall show for the Lawrence
University Department of Theatre
Arts was supposed to be a musical
— a big production with lots going
on, including lots of actors and lots
of close contact. What it ended up
being was much more quaint. The
production was held in the Cloak
Theater, a black-box theatre, rather
than Stansbury Theater, where many
of the larger-scale productions are
held. It is a testament to the talents
of the department that they were able
to bring live theatre in a way that was
engaging and interesting even when
the audience was limited to 15 members for each show.
From Thursday, Oct. 22 to
Saturday, Oct. 24, the theatre department put on three radio dramas. On
each night, two of the three pieces were performed. The first, “The
Veldt,” was originally a short story
written by Ray Bradbury in 1950 and
adapted to the radio in 1955. The
second, “Nightfall,” was adapted from
Isaac Asimov and ran on the radio
starting in 1951. The third, “Rocket
from Manhattan” by Arch Oboler,
was aired in 1945 with a plot set 55
years into the future. Each selection
was chosen to be relevant in some
way to the circumstances in which
we are living now, involving overuse
of technology, times of crisis and the
threat of destruction on earth. Only
two of the dramas were performed at
a time, with each piece running about
30 minutes with a 15-minute break
between the two to air out the theatre.
In the theatre itself, each of
the actors stood on the stage in position, all dressed in costumes but not
interacting with each other directly.

Students performing, “Rocket from Manhatten”
Photo by Oscar Brautigam.

Their mics stood next to their stands,
and they read their scripts off at the
cue of the director, J. Thomas and
Julie E. Hurvis Professor of Theatre
and Drama and Professor of Theatre
Arts Timothy Troy. The set was
designed by senior Oscar Brautigam
for his Senior Experience in theatre
arts to emphasize the themes and
settings in which the stories resided.
Behind the actors was a large threedimensional cutout of the moon,
and around them were various other
wooden set pieces that were changed
at each show break, including a city
skyline, a pack of lions and a rocketship pointed towards a globe rigged
with lights. The stage itself was set
up almost like a radio station, with
“On Air” lights on either side and a
large sign hanging at center stage that
proclaimed the audience’s presence
at “LU Theatre of the Air.” Because

these original pieces were designed
to be heard and not seen, there was
a great emphasis on audio cues. On
either side of the stage, there were
a few people in charge of operating
the noises of curtains moving, door
slamming and feet walking — among
other things — that occurred within
the narratives. The music cues were
also run from a table at the front of the
audience. It was a unique experience
to be able to see that aspect of tech
theatre in front of the curtain rather
than behind.
For those who did not see
the shows, in a few weeks the audio
from each will be edited and available to listen to through the Lawrence
website, giving it the same sort of feeling that original audiences must have
felt when having a story told to them
through their own radios.

Photo Feature:
Social distance swing!

Lawrence Swing Dance held a group swing event on Saturday
for all interested students.

Students practice social distancing while leaning to swing dance.
Photo by Pei Robbins.

Quarantine
Consumption:
HBO’s “Succession”

Mary Grace Wagner
Columnist

______________________________________

So, this year has been weird.
In the last seven months, many of
us have spent more time alone than
ever before, and as much as arts and
entertainment can be a great way
to bond in person, they are just as
important when we’re stuck in our
rooms. This term, I am going to be
asking Lawrentians what piece of art
or media has gotten them through
quarantine, what captured their
imagination or made them feel less
alone during these hard times. From
the silly reasons to the serious ones,
what is it and why is it important
to them?
It has often been said that we are
in a golden age of television. Prestige
cable dramas like “The Sopranos” and
“Breaking Bad” are hailed as standouts of this era, along with their network counterparts like “The West
Wing.” Although we are still in an age
of standout TV, media is witnessing
a huge transition from network and
cable television to streaming. While
some television continues to air week
to week, it’s still tailored for the binge.
No one knows this better than senior
Bea McManus, whose quarantine
binge and newfound obsession is the
HBO drama, “Succession.”
McManus
explained,
“‘Succession’ is about this family who
runs a giant media company, kinda
like Disney. So, like, lots of money,
lots of power. And it tells the story of
the CEO and his kids,” all of whom
are jockeying for power as their father
falls into poor health. McManus
admires how it deals with incredibly
heavy topics all while understanding that life can also be funny, especially when petty sibling rivalries are
involved. What really stands out to
her about “Succession” is the writing:
“It is so great, both in terms of plot
development and character development.” This, of course, is a trademark
of “prestige” dramas and one of the
reasons they not only keep audiences
hooked but also catch the eye of critics and award shows. “Succession”
snatched the Primetime Emmy Award
for Outstanding Drama for its second

installment during this year’s awards
season. “It’s just very good TV; they
pace it out so well and piece everything together,” praised McManus.
Another appealing thing about
“Succession” and about television
generally in the age of streaming is
the show’s inherent “bingeability.”
“It’s 10 hour-long episodes, and the
season finales are both cliffhangers.
There’s really an art to [creating a
bingeable season of television]” says
McManus. Although “Succession” was
released week by week on HBO, which
is evidenced by its “previously on
‘Succession’” segment every episode,
it is an incredibly addicting watch.
This is something more television
shows are attempting to do, knowing
that creating a successful complete
season for those who stream it is more
important than keeping people coming in week to week.
What also draws people like
McManus into “Succession” is the
opulent and high-pressure lives of
its characters. “‘Succession’ is a show
about the richest of the rich, and with
how wide the wealth gap is in our
country right now, that’s something
that I think a lot of people want to
explore.” The corporate intrigue of the
show also draws normal people into a
world they aren’t familiar with. This
escapist element was really important
for McManus, especially as the world
seemed to close in on her with the
pandemic. She explained, “I was at a
point where I was kind of freaked, and
TV in general is a great way to think
about something else.”
“It’s just so good!” gushed
McManus. “I mean, I don’t want to,
like, spoil it, but the acting is phenomenal. The character development
is so great, like where you love and
hate them, but no matter what you’re
always intrigued.” McManus continued, “It’s one of those shows where
you’re in the middle of an episode and
you’re like, this is gonna be my last
one, but then by the time you get to
the end of the episode you’re like ****,
I’ve got to keep going!” “Succession”
is a marker that we are still in an era
of great TV; the writing, the characters and the intricate storytelling all
come together to make compelling
and grand television.
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Staff Editorial:

Making changes to The Lawrentian
In light of ongoing issues of representation in The Lawrentian, we, as an editorial board, have reflected on where
we have fallen short and are taking the opportunity in this staff editorial to demonstrate our commitment to improving
our publication in the future. We are taking the concerns that have been raised very seriously. We have heard you, and
we would like to take the time to formally apologize for the decisions we have made. People have felt misrepresented
and been underrepresented in our coverage, and the harmful impact of this takes precedence over anything.
As the primary news source for Lawrence University, we take our responsibility to the student body very seriously.
We know that it is our job to represent all voices on campus fairly and accurately.
In order to best explain the changes that we are looking to make, we feel it is important to first explain our relationship with the administration. While we recognize that in the past we have often given the administration a free
platform, the administration has no say in the content we publish. That being said, in the future, we aim to give a more
equal balance between student voices and administrative voices. Our job is to present our readers with all the facts and
provide an outlet for every person involved, even the ones we disagree with -- but that can never come at the expense
of our student body. We never want to privilege the administration’s response over students’ experiences and concerns.
We have often failed to provide the full perspective, and marginalized students have been underrepresented, and this
is going to change.
It is because students have done the difficult task of speaking out repeatedly that we have the opportunity to
change The Lawrentian for the better. Since we are a student-run publication and the administration has no input in
our decision-making process, we are in a great position to make any changes that we and the student body want to see.
While we acknowledge that there is still much more to be done, we wanted to let you, our readers, know the changes
that are already in motion.
First and foremost, we are working to facilitate collaboration between our writers and other students who want
to have their voice represented in our publication. If you want to be involved in the coverage of an event or topic that
matters to you, we want to make it easier for you to do that. We have discussed various options, including a rethinking of our article editing process so it includes both our staff and affected students or a potential writing partnership
between our trained reporters and representatives from marginalized organizations who have a truer understanding
of the issues at hand — this is underway.
For students who want their voice included but do not want to work directly with our staff, we want to be able
to accommodate your voice as well. Although these types of submitted articles may not be labeled as news, we are
considering redesigning our paper layout in order to prominently display these voices.This could take the form of a
weekly section on the front page dedicated to any submitted features, a shuffling of pages so features takes the cover
and news is shifted to page two or something else entirely. As this brainstorming process continues, we will try to keep
our readership updated.
Finally, we are setting up long overdue formal anti-racism training for our editorial board, and we want to do a
better job building relationships with diversity, equity and inclusion organizations on campus. We are scheduling an
event in the near future to start this conversation, and we hope that through these connections, our staff can become
more diverse and equity-focused.
This is only the start of our work to become better, and we promise that this conversation will continue for years.
We would like to thank the students who have come forward with their criticisms and concerns. This feedback is incredibly valuable in showing us where we can do better.
We are in the beginning stages of making real change within our organization, and we will take any feedback
students would like to offer. If anyone would like to be involved in this process of adapting or offer any additional suggestions or concerns, we encourage you to reach out to us at lawrentian@lawrence.edu. We know that there is more
that we can be doing, and want our readers to help us make this change.
Thank you for sharing your stories with us, and, as always, thank you for reading.

Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Genevieve Cook, at lawrentian@lawrence.
edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit for
clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should
not be more than 350 words.
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Finding Caguana

Carmen Rosa San Diego

Columnist
_________________________________
A sunny day, cool 50 degrees, the
wind seems to be absent, and yet the
stench of exhaust smoke from cars
zooming down the street still manages
to slap you wide awake. You are in the
Windy City, Chi Town, one of the best
cities in the world.
You stand in front of the guardian
lions of Art Institute of Chicago, and
they slowly make a way for you to
enter through doors that seem to be
larger than life itself. You are greeted
by the bumble of voices, the excited
screams of children, the uninterested
looks of preteens and the young lovers
that push past you in a trance, in awe,
just as you are, of the grandeur of the
place you have stepped in.
Marble floors, winding staircases
and one million ways to travel through
time as depicted by artists known far
and wide.
Museums, galleries, libraries and
other designated preservation and
exhibition spaces have served as time
machines in which any one of us could
travel from today to an infinite number of yesterdays. Museums, galleries, libraries and private collections of
priceless and even sacred artifacts are
not new places.
Often referred to as Houses
of Knowledge by many scholars and
educators I have had throughout the
years. When you Google the history
of ancient civilizations like Ptolemaic
Egypt, Persian Empire, Arab empires
and the Greco-Roman empires, a pattern that I have seen emerged in their
military general methods of conquest
was burning down and even tearing
down brick by brick many libraries,
museums and other houses of knowledge to crush the spirits of the people
of the lands that had been acquired.
There is a reason why churches,
museums, galleries and libraries are
viewed as a kind of sacred space.
The Church embodies and safeguards
the divine and is a sacred space to
strengthen connections to the divine,
and museums, libraries and the galleries in between embody the soul,
the life-source and even the essence

of a people.
However, the purposes of museums, galleries and libraries have not
always been innocent or well-meaning. The history of how several museums across the globe came to expand
their collections and how their donors
came to add to their private collections that would later be donated to
museums, is a little sus. Sus-picious
in the sense that a clay pot from
Acoma Pueblo, used for a traditional
ceremony, did not originally belong to
a Jane Celeste Doe, heiress of millions
and collector of exotic artifacts from
the Americas.
That artifact belonged to an
indigenous community. Was it stolen?
Most likely. Was it bought and traded
in the art underworld? Also likely. The
point is, that artifact in this example
is not in Acoma Pueblo but, rather,
put on display in a glass case in the
middle of a white-walled room, with
top-line security sensors, a blinding
spotlight that lets any patron of the
museum know that it’s on display for
their view, observation and scrutiny.
A stolen artifact, a borrowed artifact
that was never returned, sits as a thing
to entertain. The clay pot renamed:
Clay Pot used for ceremonial traditions (insert estimated number here
A.D), Private Collection. Doe, 1979.
How did a beautiful time machine
become a tool to further colonization?
To be honest with you, I don’t know.
I don’t know how a centre for knowledge and learning was turned into a
space to uphold structures that mean
to erase the genius, beauty and wonder of so many. Please do not assume
that the Louvre, the Guggenheim,
the MET, the Vatican Archives and
Libraries are the only places to uphold
colonialism and every torturous ideal
that came with it.
Many ancient empires did it first,
and if it is anything I have learned
about history so far is that if it works
and the “it” gives you the results you
want, why stop using that method?
Now what next, Carmen? Well, I am
glad you asked.
The next time you go to your
favorite museum, ask questions, take

See page 11

The Anarchy Gauntlet: Radical paganism

Barry B. Bookchin
Columnist

The Anarchy Gauntlet is a column
attempting to move away from my
more traditional Marxist-themed
articles to a framework centered
around anarchism, which better
reflects my beliefs. Anarchism advocates for the end to unjustified hierarchies from boss-worker relations
to even parent-child dynamics as we
know them. Anarchists believe in the
same post-capitalism, communist
society as other far-left groups but
differs in the practice and means of
achieving that society. These ideas of
anarchism will be inherent throughout these articles.
In my quest to exorcise the malicious spirit of injustice, it is high time
I discuss the role of spirituality in
politics. How are the two connected?
Well, anyone who merely glances in
the direction of U.S. Christianity, for
example, will notice the plethora of
involvement in issues like gay marriage and women’s reproductive
rights.
I doubt this has anything really to
do with Christianity itself other than,
perhaps, its hierarchical nature as a

church-based religion, but, rather, has
more to do with the power structures involved in the various Christian
faiths in the U.S. along with its historical ties to imperialism, colonialism
and capitalism. This isn’t an article
about Christianity, though, it’s about
Paganism. So why even mention it?
Christianity and Paganism have
intertwined histories, so it’s important
that we review that complicated relationship. I’m no student of history nor
religious studies, so read with a grain
of salt. While Christianity became
entangled in European monarchies,
Paganism has been historically rooted
in the masses of peasants and workers
whose livelihoods were directly tied
to the seasonal changes, such as harvest, growth, spring, fertility, death
and life.
Paganism is largely polytheistic and
celebrates the Earth, nature and the
joys of living. Throughout the year,
Pagans celebrate a mixture of seasonal changes (i.e. solstices and equinoxes) and agricultural events (e.g.
harvests, May Day, growing season).
As such, Paganism is very much
tied to the land and the natural world,
helping us be mindful of our origins
in life and birth. With the increasing
societal power of Christianity, though,
Pagan practices were deemed as

hedonistic rituals rife with sin. Rather
than doing away with seasonal rites,
though, the church often absorbed
Pagan holidays into its own lore.
This includes holidays of sainthood,
but the classic example is Christmas,
which so blatantly falls onto the same
time of year as Yule (winter equinox),
though Jesus’s birthday was never
written in the Bible.
However, the assimilation of
Paganism into Christianity didn’t
solely include changing the names
and lore around holidays. It involved
an active attempt to erase Pagan values of free sexuality, communalism
and the celebration of nature.
If we look at the U.S., sexuality — often women’s sexuality — was
repressed in the name of holy modesty. Communalism was shafted for
the atomization of relationships to
heterosexual nuclear families, which
perhaps embody Adam, Eve and their
progeny. Nature became not something to integrate into our everyday
lives and beings but a God-given thing
to conquer and tame.
Again, these phenomena may or
may not be integral to Christianity
itself, as I am aware of liberation
theology and attempts to decolonize
Christianity.
That is something for Christians

to reckon with, though, and I am
merely here to recount the history of
Christianity’s self-imposition on top
of Pagan values.
Knowing this history and the
prominence of Pagan livelihoods as
they were, Paganism has called to my
own revolutionary spirit as well as my
internal ties to the Earth.
Rather than rooting our concept of
time in capitalist enterprises of, say,
academic calendars, business years
or whenever we’re given a free holiday, Paganism asks us to notice the
changes in the trees and their leaves,
in the birds, in how the air feels, in
what foods we eat; it asks us to notice
that, though the sun may shine ever
so constantly, its presence graces us
differently when we can’t feel it on
our face so warmly or when it leaves
our corner of the planet earlier than
two months ago; it asks us to look up
and stare at the cosmic bodies that
dot our skies every night, like Mars
which has sat in the east as of late or
the moon which will be full on Oct. 31,
on Samhain.
You may be wondering how this
makes Paganism revolutionary in any
way, but the centrality of nature as
a force of love, life and creation in
Pagan spirituality is revolutionary.
Too often in our industrialized, capi-

talist society are we alienated from
natural forces and our animal origins.
You are much more likely to
reject the exploitation and pollution of
natural resources if you feel spiritually
connected to the land. If we compare
Paganism, an indigenous spirituality of Europe, to Indigenous spiritualities on Turtle Island, for example,
the Menominee River is one such
example.
The Menominee Nation has been
fighting the authorization of the Back
Forty Mine (developed by Aquila
Resources), which would pollute their
river, a body of water which is tied
to their history and spirituality as
Natives.
Though I don’t have that history or
personal tie to this land, as a Pagan
immigrant inhabiting Menominee
land, I do feel the spiritual connection to the Earth more broadly and
its bounties of love and joy. And, for
that, I can stand in solidarity with my
Indigenous friends and fight for their
right to maintaining their spiritual
ties to this land.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All
facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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We are not supposed to talk about this: The final debate

Fariba Lale

Columnist
_________________________________
Here we go again!
Honestly, I am running out of
clever ways to rephrase: “Two racist
old men take a bunch of drugs and
then get into an argument, and we all
have to watch and take them seriously
because this is a hostage situation,
help, please help, the simulation is
falling to pieces,” or whatever. We are
gonna skip right past that and do this
thing by the issues.
First off, I want to talk about the
candidates’ responses on the topic of
COVID-19. As was the case in the first
debate, I think this was one of Biden’s
strongest areas. He came across as far
more professional and far more caring
than his opponent.
He was sensitive to the massive
loss of life this country is facing right
now, and his comments about how
closely this affects all of our lives were,
I think, very well done. Whether that
will mean anything materially, should
he take office, is a different issue, but
it does make him look good.
On that note, though, it also
looks really good for him that he is
able to discuss the idea of further
measures, whether that be shutdowns
or other tactics, at all. Trump is fixated on opening back up, but he never
says how we can actually achieve that
safely. He conveniently glosses over
that part.
If nothing else, I am sure it is at least
a little comforting to hear, yes, this is

Luther Abel

Columnist
_________________________________
Congratulations to the few who
managed to sit through the entirety of the final debate between Joe
Biden and Donald Trump. Why one
would do so — because of masochistic
proclivities or wry amusement — we
shan’t discuss except, perhaps, with a
licensed psychiatrist.
For those of you who found literally
anything else more interesting, useful,
etc., I’ll give a quick recap and then
move on to what I think the debate
does for the election going forward. In
the end, I may even reveal who I think
is going to win the election.
About the first debate, I wrote how
there were two halves, with Donald
Trump keeping it together in the first
part and Joe Biden looking wearied,
while in the second portion Trump
derailing and Joe Biden looking practically presidential. I concluded Joe
probably had the better night, assuming those who watched the first part
stayed through to the end.

Finding
Caguana

continued from page 10
notes and appreciate the artifacts, but,
most importantly, appreciate the peoples and the cultures in which these
artifacts come from even more. The
descendants of the makers of those
artifacts are often reduced to only
existing and being valued as a priceless exotic object.
Remember that museums, galleries
and libraries tell the stories of those
that came before us, those that live
among us and hopefully teach those
that come after us that life is more
than consumption and entertainment.
Granted, some artists create to entertain, but there are those that create for
reasons far beyond our understanding. It is our duty to appreciate the art,
the object, the window or door into
their yesterday.
What is my point? My point is:

dangerous, and we are aware of that,
and we will take that into consideration moving forward.
On the other hand, Trump’s performance on this topic was abysmal.
I have to say, though, he did deliver
one of my favorite lines of the evening
here when he said, “I take full responsibility, but it’s not my fault.” The
guy’s mind is amazing, words mean
nothing and he saves you the trouble
of pointing out contradictions in his
thinking by doing it himself.
Our big beautiful President. And,
in any case, at what point would it
be “your fault,” Donald? Could such
a thing even happen? It has been
more than seven months, seems like
the responsibility would shift at some
point in that span of time?
It is equally goofy that he, again,
brought up the Obama administration’s response to the swine flu outbreak, as if that situation was at all
comparable and as if they would not
be cleared of responsibility by the
same logic with which he just cleared
himself.
This is more than a deflection
of blame, though. Trump’s responses
on this topic conveyed little sympathy and were extremely dismissive
towards the pain so many are feeling right now. More than 220,000
Americans are dead, and this man
has the nerve to come out here and be
like, no one panic! See how alive I am!
See how easy it was for ME! As if that
matters. As if that helps.
Two hundred twenty thousand
Americans are dead, and he is patting
himself on the back, telling us how

lucky we are that number has not
reached two million. To be clear, that
was the projected figure should we do
literally nothing to combat the spread
of the virus. That was the absolute
worst case scenario. It does not negate
where we are right now.
Two hundred twenty thousand
Americans are dead, and he goes on
and on about how high the survival
rates are, the implication being that
too big a deal is being made of this.
An increasingly meaningless point,
as more and more information is
discovered about this virus’ potential for long-term damage. He could
pretend to take this seriously instead
of joking about injecting bleach. The
whole thing was a wildly disrespectful,
shameful display.
Speaking of the pandemic, what
about this whole socialized healthcare
nonsense?
Let me just start by saying I have
no idea what in God’s name Biden is
talking about. Allegedly, he is proposing a “public option.” That is what he
says, and that is what his website says.
But what he actually lays out when he
is asked to talk about it is, essentially,
just ensuring access to Medicaid if you
already qualify.
He stated this explicitly at this
debate as well as the first one. It seems
like either he is leaving some crucial
bits out, or he is misrepresenting what
his actual plan is by calling it something that it is not.
To be clear, his website actually
does detail a public option, but I have
a hard time taking that as reality when
explanations from the man himself do

not align with those terms at all.
Further, what was up with the framing of these questions? Trump keeps
accusing Biden of wanting to socialize healthcare (he does not and will
not), and it is nuts that Welker would
repeat that line of questioning as if it
is worthy of any real concern.
Honestly, I do not even know what
to say about Trump on this issue. All
he said was that he would come up
with “a brand new, beautiful health
care” and then rambled about the
Affordable Care Act for a while and
how much people love private insurance, “We have done an incredible job
with healthcare,” Biden’s a socialist,
etc. Less than zero substance.
I have kind of similar feelings about
the candidates’ responses in terms of
climate change.
Again, I think that Biden did well to
present himself as seriously considering this topic. I mean, okay, I do not
know how serious that consideration
really is. I do not think he goes far
enough, and I think that 2050 is a very
long time away, and we will all be on
fire by then.
I think the fact that fracking was
only brought up momentarily was also
a benefit for him, not like the Vice
Presidential debate where Harris was
outright promising to not ban fracking. Ah, nevertheless!
The one area where I agreed the
smallest amount with anything Trump
had to say was in the discussion of
national security and the Democratic
People’s Republic of Korea. I will
give him the teeniest, tiniest bit of
credit. Mostly because I do not like

the way Biden fearmongers about a
small country on the other side of the
world with few resources and without
expansionist goals, and I thought his
comparison of Kim Jong Un to Hitler
was especially sloppy.
However, it is also important to
keep in mind that Trump is posturing here as some kind of anti-war
politician when he is no such thing,
not by any stretch of the imagination.
He does this kind of thing often, and,
often, people believe it, which is very
dangerous because this administration has done significant work to elevate America’s war machine capabilities. More drones, more bombs, more
death and a big, beautiful defense
budget that he loves to brag about. So,
a grain of salt, I guess.
Overall, I think that Biden won
this debate. Even just in terms of
how he presented himself, I think he
appeared better than the first debate,
which is still important as Trump has
been trailing in the polls.
What this actually will mean in
terms of policy, should Biden win, I
am not sure, considering how halfhearted his positions are, even at a
time when he is supposed to be lying
to make himself look good.
But, either way, Trump spent
the entire 90 minutes congratulating
himself for his performance the last
four years, and I just do not see how
that could have been expected to land
with all of the hardship people are
currently facing under his leadership.

In this second and final debate, Joe
never had the lead nor tried all that
hard to take it. I think Trump won in
energy, content (shocking, I know)
and on points.
Whatever jibes Joe tossed Trump’s
way, there was a quality rejoinder. An
example of this was when Joe pivoted from discussing COVID to looking into the camera and effecting the
deeper register of very serious seriousness while saying, “There’s a place
across the dinner table where your
spouse used to be, but now they’re
dead because of Trump.”
This emotional play was batted
away by Trump better than I thought
him able. Politicians talking most
earnestly about average Americans
at their dinner tables is obnoxious
and played out. Good on Trump for
observing what was taking place and
giving it the scorn it deserves.
The moderator, Kristen Welker of
NBC, did a solid job. She was, as so
many of her colleagues are, prone to
giving Biden assists along the way,
both by patiently waiting for him to
spit out what he is trying to say and

providing him with softer questions
— for instance, the last question of
the night was one that Biden has
long had a pre-packaged answer for,
taken directly from his former boss
Barack Obama, about how all states
are the United States, not Democrat
or Republican.
This was particularly amusing
midway through the debate when he
said much the same thing before going
into a fallacious diatribe about how
red states are killing people with their
COVID policies.
Compared to the bloodbath Chris
Wallace presided over, it was a much
more pleasant viewing experience,
though I would note that Welker did
not have to deal with near the level
of belligerence from either candidate that was so common in the first
debate.
Ultimately, I think Trump won
the debate. But does it matter? The
polls certainly don’t think so with
most swing-states polling outside the
margin of error for Biden, and Trump
losing the popularity polls by a large
margin.

Let it be said that the popular vote
doesn’t matter one iota, but people
(Democrats) seem to get all bent out
of shape about the popular vote, so I
thought I’d mention it.
No, I don’t think Trump is going
to win. Many millions of votes have
already been cast, and I don’t see
one debate making the difference.
I’m not particularly perturbed by a
Trump loss, as I think it speeds the
Republican party’s move away from
Trumpian economic and domestic
policy.
The future is bright with Tim Scott,
Nikki Haley and many other young
and brilliant conservatives; what have
I to fear from a soon-to-be octogenarian Delawarian who is unlikely to
seek or win re-election in four years?
Should the GOP retain the Senate, it
would be a quiet two to four years of
little being done, and I quite like the
sound of that.
Three textualist/originalist justices,
progress with Israel’s status in the
Middle-East and economic gains —
which mean increases in quality of life
for all peoples — are wins I can take

from Trump’s four years.
Once installed in the White
House, Biden will have to beat back
the progressive radicals to his left,
as Nancy Pelosi will in the House of
Representatives.
The divisions that the Left could
overlook in their hatred of Trump
will become evident all too quickly,
and I wonder just how odiferous such
in-fighting will appear to the voting
public in two and four years.
What I most fear is a Trump
or Biden victory coupled with
Democratic supermajorities in the
House and Senate. I think that is the
most toxic scenario and would strain
the institutions of our nation most
grievously with court-packing and all
sorts of “well-intended” dreck coming
forth from a such-positioned Biden
administration.
May the results of the election be
better than we deserve.

houses of knowledge tell us stories
— they preserve stories and legacies
of a people that we have never met
and can only interact with through
what they have left behind. Houses
of knowledge have become spaces
in which the richness of the world’s
people can be shared, ideas can be
discussed and debated on and where
the universal languages of life can
bring us together.
As I have traveled around the
world, I have realized that the houses
of knowledge that we rely on to educate us do not equally and equitably
represent or preserve all our stories.
They do not welcome all of us with
open arms. And that is a problem.
I want you to Google world-renown
stories and artists, and think about
what you see — who is represented,
who is seen.
I have said that artists have power,
immense power, but so do those that
preserve and exhibit the work of artists and creatives.

Subculture on
Main

in and pray in it. It is a good environment to meet people who are atheists or Jewish. They come together
to talk about their views and to see
[how others] do different things,” she
commented. “I have participated in
Jewish events before. I got to see the
wine and the bread [being shared].
I think it’s very cute and touching
to see.” Yang then described other
parts of her experience with campus
inclusivity. “The school is supportive
of the fasting we do. Although the
Commons is not always satisfying,
the school’s meal plan supports you
when you’re fasting. It’s a big deal.
My high school back in China did not
do this. It did not acknowledge a lot of
religions.” She concluded, “People are

really understanding and embracing.
Endorphins!” She pointed to her head
where happy chemicals are released
as a response to good things — like
puppies and chocolate.
After this term is finished, Yang plans
to go back home where her family
lives and finally get to hug her dogs
who have waited a long time to see
her. She is one of many Lawrentians
who are taking their education with
them as they live in the communities that they call home during the
COVID-19 pandemic.

Until next time.
Carmen San Diego

continued from page 6

education. We believe that religion
and science can live together, that
they should be processed together.
They are not opposites but should be
together. We believe in equality. Men,
women, different genders: everyone
should be treated equally, and among
other things, like race. I think it is an
important part of my life.”
Next, Yang talked about
her community belongingness on
campus. “It’s nice to [have] a spiritual
center like Sabin House. You can go

Sports in This
Day and Age
continued from page 3

know for sure, but, for now, let us
congratulate the Dodgers, your 2020
MLB Champions.

Like us on
Facebook!

Agree? Disagree? Lemme know at
abell@lawrence.edu

If you would like to share your story,
contact Dani Massey at danionlawrentian@gmail.com
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How will you be voting in the 2020 election?
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—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words.

“I’ll be voting by mail.”
— Reese Pike

“I’ll be voting by absentee ballot.”
— Eder Bellegarde

“I’ll be voting by absentee ballot.”
— Sophia Eckdale-Dudley

“I’ll be voting by mail.”
— Kaitlyn Khazen

ADVERTISE
EXPOSURE

Make your message
stand out and be heard.
To advertise in

The LAWRENTIAN,

contact
lawrentian@lawrence.edu.

“I’ll be voting by absentee ballot.”
— Imani Duhe
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“I’ll be voting by mail.”
— Matt Ernst

@TheLawrentian
/Lawrentian
@The_Lawrentian
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